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I had written a column about existential crises 
and my latest one just before Covid19 hit us in 
the UK in early March. It soon became clear to 
me that the whole world was amidst an 
existential crisis and unlike all my previous 
experiences of existential crises, this was not 
just an individual experience, but a cultural and 
even global one. 

Two metaphors have made particular sense to 
me in these times to understand common 
individual and cultural responses.

The first metaphor is from Nietzsche. Mitchell 
(1986) discusses Nietzsche’s (1968) elaboration 
of the ‘tragic man’ who faces the crises of our 
existence by the interweaving of the characters 
of both Apollo and Dionysus in Greek tragedy. 
Mitchell pictures the gods on the beach with the 
tide coming in. Apollo puts all his energy into 
building the most elaborate sandcastles, 
oblivious to the incoming tide, which will soon 
destroy them. In contrast, the fully Dionysian 
man sees the inevitability of the incoming tide, 
and therefore builds no castles. 

Apollo and Dionysus
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My usual response to my awareness of the 
limits of my existence are likely to lead me into 
manic Apollonian behaviour with occasional 
lapses into Dionysus and a feeling of futility. 
Nietzsche’s third option is the tragic man, who 
builds castles despite awareness of their 
impending destruction. Mitchell (1986, p. 7) 
explains: ‘The inevitable limitations of reality 
do not dim the passion in which he builds his 
castles; in fact, the inexorable realities add a 
poignancy and sweetness to his passion... [This]
is the richest form of life, generating the deepest

meaning from the dialectical interplay between 
illusion and reality.’

So with Covid19 as usual, my predominant 
response has been Apollonian, to set up 
platforms for teaching, communication channels
with colleagues, students and friends, and write 
a lecture. Of course, the Dionysian response is 
not absent and usually overtakes me at night, in 
the style of the usual existential angst. I am still 
working on holding both these responses 
simultaneously and valuing them both equally. 

Existential Angst

The second metaphor I present is from Maureen
O’Hara, a person-centred theorist, who took up 
Carl Rogers’ (1969) challenge to develop his 
ideas of the ‘persons of tomorrow’. She has 
investigated what characteristics are useful in us
to help us deal with cultural emergencies, with a
transformative response, rather than that of 
collapse or denial.  She has argued for some 

time (e.g. O’Hara, 2018) that the world is in a 
state of emergency, real, conceptual and 
existential and now, with the current situation, 
this is really self-evident. All our usual systems 
have fallen apart, we are overwhelmed by 
information overload and questions or values, 
meaning, life and death have really come to the 
forefront of our lives.
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Her metaphor that I find particularly apt and 
helpful for our current position is to suggest that
we need to be both hospice workers and 
midwives. We need to be hospice workers for 
the dying and the wounded and care for those 
left behind with empathy. At the same time, we 
need to be midwives for the new culture and 
what will arise from this. We need to make 
space to stay with grief and what we have lost 
as well as have space for excitement for the new
opportunities and what we have gained. 

Both of these metaphors point to the importance
of holding complexity and staying with 

ambivalence as Beauvoir (1949) advocated in 
her ‘ethics of ambiguity’. It involves being able 
to hold many emotional responses 
simultaneously, and a diversity of personal 
individual responses from others, rather than 
trying to create coherence with a unified 
response. It involves knowing that we all need 
each other, in all our diversity, to bring the full 
range of responses and possibilities in any 
situation.

Death in therapy

I have elaborated these ideas in a recorded 
lecture, that you can access from 
onlineevents.co.uk

Gillian Proctor

Cartoons by Krista Susman 
(kristasusman@me.com)
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